The more people are informed, the fewer victims there will be.

What is pedophilia and who is a pedophile?

Learn more

Pedophiles are adolescent boys or girls or adult men or
women who feel sexually attracted to prepubescent
children (i.e. those who have not yet reached puberty).

Read our booklet for professionals working with
children, as well as other documents (a booklet for
parents, an awareness book for children, prevention
posters ...), available on 1vie.org/protect.

Some pedophiles are attracted only to girls, others only
to boys. Some are attracted to both, and some are
equally attracted to children and teenagers or adults.

Professionals
working with
Children

Pedophilia exists everywhere, all around the world and in
all environments regardless of wealth, education or
religion. Just because nobody talks about it doesn't
mean that it doesn't exist!
No one chooses to be a pedophile, and the vast majority
of pedophiles will never abuse a child.
No one is responsible for their fantasies, but everyone is
responsible for their actions and their deeds. Also, any
sexual act involving a child is forbidden: it is forbidden to
tell children that you are in love with them, to make
remarks of a suggestive nature to them, to show them a
pornographic image or to show them your own sexual
organs or ask to see theirs, to watch them undress, caress
them, touch their private parts (pubic area, buttocks,
chest), to put them on your knees when you have an
erection, thereby imposing upon them your own sexual
desire …

Protecting children
from sexual violence
in facilities
catering to minors

What do I do if I think
that someone I know well is a pedophile?
You can calmly talk to that person without judging them.
Tell them what you saw and felt, and encourage them to
go seek help from a competent specialist.
Feel free to talk about the PedoHelp® project:

www.pedo.help

No! No! No!
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Association Une Vie® is committed to promoting respect
between people, as well as encouraging fulfillment of
individuals and their community. This includes providing
awareness content to protect children from the risk of
sexual abuse.
To find out more, visit our website

1vie.org

This free leaflet is intended for everyone
who works with children in all
p ro f e s s i o n a l a n d a n c i l l a r y fi e l d s :
animation, culture, education, leisure,
social, sport ...

How do I spot a victim of child sexual abuse?
Children do not have the knowledge, experience, or words to
express what they have experienced or suffered, because
sexuality is an unknown world to them. So they will express
their suffering and unhappiness using their body.
If in doubt, consult a professional.
Here are some signs that should alert you:
- bruising, pain and sores on the genitals, thighs or elsewhere
on the body;

Quickly accompany him/her to the relevant departments
(Police…) to be supported by trained professionals who will
gather his/her testimony.

- significant weight gain/loss;

Be concerned about the welfare of the child and his/her
protection without ever trying to bring about justice yourself.

- they isolate themselves, no longer talking about their day,
no longer saying what they did, no longer interested in what
they previously enjoyed;
- they are afraid, they refuse to go anywhere alone;
- their grades are deteriorating;
- they refuse hugs, physical proximity;
- they do not want to undress in front of an adult when they
wash, go for a medical examination or visit the pool/beach;

We encourage you to spread the messages in this leaflet
with all the staff at the beginning of each school year, and
with each recruit throughout the year.

Believe the child, help him/her to express him/herself with
their own words, without adding anything and without being
overwhelmed by your concerns, your imagination and your
knowledge of sexuality. Do not ask him/her to repeat
themselves or tell you repeatedly what they experienced.

Let the legal professionals question the alleged abuser and
conduct their investigations.

These are some behavioral changes that can alert you:

To the leaders of institutions
that work with children and adolescents

First of all, remain calm.

- genital and mouth irritation, recurrent urinary tract
infections;
- with older children: eating disorders, self-mutilation and
bodily marks, use of drugs and alcohol.

No! No! No!
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What is the best thing to do
if a child has been abused?

- they are anxious, nervous, often cry or get angry, regress,
begin to act and speak like a baby, suck their thumb, wet
their bed when they were dry before;
- they lose their appetite, suffer from insomnia, are afraid to
fall asleep because of recurring nightmares;
- they show an abnormal sexual interest: they address sexual
subjects they should not know at their age, mimic sexual
behavior, masturbate or mimic sex noises in public, make
explicit drawings, increase seductive behavior;
- they are aggressive with those around them.

If you have doubt,s or if the child’s words are not clear, you
could take him/her to consult a child therapist.
In any case, tell the child that he/she was right to talk to you,
praise him/her for his/her courage and thank him/her for
having trusted you.
You can call your country’s child helpline to file a report:
www.1vie.org/childhelp.

How do I react when a child
is sexually explicit with someone older?
A child may have been troubled by something they have
experienced or seen or heard, and they may approach an
adolescent or an adult to ask them questions, to touch them
or to ask them if they will touch their private parts.
This is never a request for sex, it is simply the expression of a
need to know or to check what is allowed and what is not
allowed.
The adolescent or adult must always set limits, must always
remember what is forbidden, and must protect children from
what will hurt them.

